A Look Inside Symantec
The Leading Pure Play Cyber Security Company, Setting the Pace for Innovation Industrywide

The Symantec Team
Experienced leadership with a track record of profitable growth and value creation

Greg Clark CEO
- Accomplished security exec with +20 years of experience
- As former Blue Coat CEO, delivered scale and profitable growth, while transforming it into #1 market share leader and share gainer in Web Security
- Previously as CEO, led Mincom through its acquisition by ABB Group and Dascom through its acquisition by IBM

Mike Fey President, COO
- Industry veteran with highly technical background and +10 years of cyber security experience
- As former President and COO at Blue Coat, aligned the company’s leading security offerings and solutions with customer requirements
- Previously CTO at Intel and general manager of corporate products for McAfee

Thomas Seifert CFO
- Over 20 years of financial and operations experience
- Leading Symantec’s $5.5 billion capital return program and $400 million efficiency savings program
- Previously served as EVP and CFO at Brightstar and as CFO at Qimonda AG, where he was involved in the company’s formation and IPO

Delivering on Our Promises, Developing Our Portfolio, Defining the Future

Nearly two years ago we announced our intention to become the leading pure play cyber security company — and we’re proud to say that’s now a reality. With the acquisition of Blue Coat, Symantec is well positioned to define the future of cybersecurity.

Symantec Is Committed to Solving Today’s Biggest Security Challenges

**ESG Research:** “Based upon our quantitative research of cyber security and IT professionals, organizations are clearly excited about the prospects of getting access to the larger and more comprehensive cyber security portfolio from a combined Symantec-Blue Coat entity.”

ESG Brief, Symantec-Blue Coat Merger Sentiment, July 2016

Helping Customers Securely Embrace the Cloud
- Define cloud application policies;
- Control access and movement of data;
- Make decisions on encryption and tokenization

*Symantec is the only provider that can deliver this end-to-end solution*

Securing the Mobile Workforce
- The walls of organizations have expanded. Today’s users are on mobile devices with access to cloud applications and they expect productivity on the go.

*Symantec’s intelligent endpoint and cloud gateway follows users anywhere they go — authenticating and protecting them from malicious activities*

Staying Ahead of Advanced Threats
- Today’s adversaries are more sophisticated than ever, zero-days, Crypto-ware and previously unseen malware are on the rise

*Symantec meets this challenge and delivers protection across all of the major control points: email, network, endpoint, datacenter and cloud servers*